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ABSTRACT – The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has been used by scientists and engineers as a general purpose computational platform for at least 

a decade. This is due in part to the significant performance and power consumption benefit of using GPUs, for select computational tasks, over CPUs 

alone. The performance gap between CPU and GPU has arguably closed somewhat in the intervening years, largely due to advances in CPU 

microarchitecture. However, the benefits of using GPU remain significant in many instances, particularly for tasks that effectively leverage massive 

parallelism. One such task is the Radon transform, which also serves as a good pedagogical example. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the GPU, thousands of lightweight threads are subject to 

virtually dedicated execution, in distinction to CPUs, which 

typically execute a much smaller number concurrently, by way 

of context switching. Tasks that benefit from the GPU 

architecture include some basic [1] and more complex linear 

algebra routines [2], most steps in molecular dynamics 

simulations, and computational chemistry [3], to name several.  

 

The introduction of the Compute Unified Data Architecture 

(CUDA) language and hardware by Nvidia in 2007 helped 

increase the uptake of general purpose computing on GPUs 

(GPGPU). Seismic data processing, for example reverse time 

as well as Kirchhoff migration [4], can take great advantage of 

GPUs. Particularly for these data intensive tasks, a reasonable 

and ongoing criticism of GPGPU is the communication 

bottleneck between device and CPU, arising from the need to 

traverse the PCIe bus. This problem may be overcome in part 

by using streams and/or multiple devices with several CPU 

threads, overlapping communication with computation as 

much as possible. The forthcoming introduction of Nvlink and 

stacked memory in Pascal will further assist in overcoming 

these limitations. This article delineates the steps in creating a 

simple realization of another important algorithm in seismic 

data processing, the Radon transform, for execution on an 

Nvidia GPU using CUDA. 

2. THEORY 

The Radon transform is an important method in several fields, 

including computed tomography, where 3D images are 

reconstructed from slices, procured through imaging 

techniques. In seismic data processing, the Radon transform is 

used in various workflows, for example in the attenuation of 

multiple reflections [5]. The forward transform takes a 2D 

function from a Cartesian to a polar representation ie., it is a 

geometric transform (closely related to Hough) and using a 

parameterization for 𝑥, 𝑦 in terms of arc length 𝑡 may be 

written as: 

 

                                                           
1 Summation along 𝑥(𝑡) and 𝑦(𝑡) is of course equivalent, 

apart from a 90o shift in 𝜃 between output spectra 

𝑅𝑓(𝜌, 𝜃) =  ∫ 𝑓(𝑥(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡))𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞
                                     (1) 

   

 

2.1.Algorithm 

This forward transform may be calculated approximately as 

follows: 

 
• For each desired 𝑡𝑖 = 𝜌𝜃𝑖  

o Evaluate 𝑥(𝑡𝑖), 𝑦(𝑡𝑖) ie., rotated coordinates 

o Interpolate to 𝑓(𝑥(𝑡𝑖), 𝑦(𝑡𝑖)) using 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 

o Sum along one dimension1, creating 1D 

projection 𝑓(𝜌, 𝜃𝑖) 

In this article, a new algorithm is described in brief detail, 

developed for use with a computer vision approach to 

discovering key geological features in images. 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

Conceptually, CUDA threads execute as a grid composed of 

blocks, both of which at the time of writing are restricted to at 

most three dimensions. In reality, the scheduler executes 

warps (groups of threads) within blocks on scalar cores in 

some optimized albeit unpredictable fashion. Within a warp 

however, one may rely on SIMD execution, affording a 

limited yet reliable degree of synchronization. A 

representation of the algorithm as a CUDA grid is illustrated 

in figure 1.  

 

Here, the outer loop over angles 𝜃is assigned to the grid Z-

dimension. In other words, each 𝑋, 𝑌 grid slice is responsible 

for one angle. Each slice thus represents a different rotated 

coordinate frame and as such must perform interpolation, and 

subsequently summation along one dimension. In this manner, 

projections for each angle are created. Should high fidelity in 

the transformed image not be required, one might take 

advantage of the low precision interpolation available through 

texture memory. An example adapted directly from the CUDA 

programming guide [6], is provided in the appendix. 
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Figure 1: CUDA grid for Radon transform. One X-Y slice in the Z-

dimension is assigned to each 𝜽, each slice interpolates the image in 

the rotated coordinate frame 𝒙(𝒕), 𝒚(𝒕) and partially calculates the 

projection 𝒇(𝝆, 𝜽) by summing along Y. 

However, at the time of writing the precision is still fairly low 

(interpolation constants are stored using 9-bits) and thus a new 

kernel was devised for the task, one that plays to the strengths 

of the GPU, utilizing coalesced loads from global memory. 

Referring to figure 2, threads alternate between the perspective 

of the input and output grid. Initially, threads in blocks load 

data tiles into shared memory. Thereafter, threads take the 

perspective of the cell centers, rotating these points. In the 

rotated frame, these points are snapped to the grid and rotated 

back to the input data frame of reference. Rotated grid points 

(denoted by circles in the figure) lying in data cells are 

candidates for bilinear interpolation, calculated via: 

 

𝑓′(𝑥′, 𝑦′) =
1

(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)
[𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑦1)(𝑥2 − 𝑥′)(𝑦2 − 𝑦′)

+𝑓(𝑥2, 𝑦1)(𝑥′ − 𝑥1)(𝑦2 − 𝑦′)
+ 𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑦2)(𝑥2 − 𝑥′)(𝑦′ − 𝑦2)
+ 𝑓(𝑥2, 𝑦2)(𝑥′ − 𝑥1)(𝑦′ − 𝑦1)]         (2) 

 

 

When performing summation after interpolation, one may take 

advantage of a well-known parallel primitive, reduction.  

During reduction, threads cooperate through a second shared 

memory array containing the interpolated values, and where 

the active number of threads exceeds the warp size (32), 

synchronization must be employed to avoid data races. 

Referring to the second code block in the appendix, the shared 

memory array sum may be accessed by threads in several 

clock cycles, making it an efficient albeit limited resource. 

This is in distinction to global memory, a much larger 

resource, which generally takes hundreds of cycles to access. 

A second reduction kernel is required in order to complete the 

summation.  

 

To summarize, the task of the forward Radon transform is 

accomplished in three major steps, implemented here across 

two separate kernels. 

4. RESULTS 

The overall project was developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 

2013, using the CUDA 6.5 library and Nsight development 

environment, on a Dell 6400 running Windows 7, equipped 

with one Nvidia K5100M card. This Kepler-class device is 

built on the GK194 chip, manufactured using a 28nm process. 

It contains 1536 available CUDA cores, with 8GB GDDR5 

VRAM memory, which can sustain an effective bandwidth of 

approximately 110 GB/s. 

 

Figure 3 contains an example output from the Radon kernels, 

which were benchmarked against a CPU routine in a popular 

scripting language, using an equivalent 256 ×256  input 

image composed of a single line along the diagonal. Visually 

(as well as numerically) the outputs were almost identical, 

despite the use of single precision in the CUDA kernels, and 

double precision in the CPU routine.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Perspective taken by CUDA threads; input data points 

(denoted by symbol ‘x’) are loaded into shared memory, and 

thereafter threads look for output points (denoted by symbol ‘o’). 

Threads subsequently perform bi-linear interpolation, for those output 

points that fall within the individual cell under consideration. 

 

There are roughly four main scopes in the first kernel. 

Initially, threads load data into shared memory in a coalesced 

fashion, perform interpolation and scatter to the larger 

summation buffer, also in shared memory. Thereafter, all 

threads work to perform the partial summation, with lowest 

indexed threads per block writing the result to global memory. 

As mentioned, using a buffer to perform a partial summation 

leverages the speed of shared memory and efficiency of 

parallel reduction, but also reduces the pressure on global 

memory by limiting writes. The input staging buffer was set to 

a size of 16 ×16 floats, and the output summation buffer was 

set to 32 ×32 floats; the block size was set to 32 ×32×1 

threads. In order that all data points be examined, threads must 

overlap between blocks, with regards to the data loaded. Thus, 

the CUDA grid size was set to: 

 
gridDim = {ceil(n/(16-2)),ceil(m/(16-2)),l} 

 

where the input image size is 𝑛 ×𝑚 and l is the desired 

number of angles. The size disparity in shared memory is due 

to the difference in length between the axes of rotated (output) 

and un-rotated (input) frames. Because different thread blocks 

share common values of the rotated frame coordinate X, either 

atomic writes must be used at the output stage, or else memory 
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sufficiently large to prevent races. Both approaches have their 

strengths and weaknesses. The former while costly in time 

naturally reduces the output size. The latter is less costly in 

terms of clock cycles, but suffers from data sparsity and poor 

access patterns.  A larger memory footprint also entails a 

longer final summation, performed by the second and final 

CUDA kernel. However the second reduction is extremely 

efficient, and thus the second approach was used here. Using 

the configuration as described, the total global memory 

bandwidth was approximately 71 GB/s. Furthermore, the 

execution time was many times lower than the comparable 

CPU routine, as much as an order of magnitude for images of 

side greater than 1024. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A new pair of kernels was described here briefly, dedicated to 

the calculation of the Radon transform. When compared with 

a comparable CPU routine, the kernels displayed highly 

favorable performance. It should be noted though that data 

transfer between host and device was not taken into 

consideration, nor the likely differences between CPU and 

GPU implementation of the algorithms. Finally, double 

precision was used in the CPU routine, and the indexing as 

well as inequalities for boundary conditions, required by the 

GPU implementation, were fairly complex and thus difficult to 

debug. Nonetheless, the implementation overall provides 

pleasing initial results and a good foundation for further 

optimization and development. This example also 

demonstrates that encouraging results may still be obtained 

from commodity GPU hardware, with a modest to moderate 

investment of time.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Output Radon spectrum, clearly showing corresponding 

spectral peak, for an input image consisting of a single line along the 

diagonal.  

 

APPENDIX 

CodeBlock 1: Low precision interpolation using texture memory  

// indices 

int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 

int j = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y; 

int k = blockIdx.z; 

  

 

// angle for this slice  

float angle = theta[k]; 

 

float u = (float) i / XDim;  

float v = (float) j / YDim; 

  

// transformed coordinates  

u -= 0.5f; v -= 0.5f;  

float tu = u * cosf(angle) - v * sinf(angle) + 

0.5f;  

float tv = v * cosf(angle) + u * sinf(angle) + 

0.5f; 

 

 

//interpolated lookup 

float f = tex2D(imageReference, tu, tv); 

 

CodeBlock 2: Parallel reduction, in one dimension of a 2D buffer  

 

  

if (threadIdx.y < 16)  

  sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y] += 

sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + 16]; 

  

if (threadIdx.y < 8)  

  sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y] += 

sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + 8]; 

  

if (threadIdx.y < 4)  

  sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y] += 

sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + 4]; 

  

if (threadIdx.y < 2)  

  sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y] += 

sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + 2]; 

  

if (threadIdx.y < 1)  

  sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y] += 

sum[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + 1]; 
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